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PASSIONATE ROOTS

We are an Italian-American family 
founded in 1919 by our grandfather, 
John Mariani Sr. We remain family-
owned today and our values have 

remained the same.  Our pioneering 
spirit coupled with passion and our 

love of fine wine has built Banfi into a 
leading wine producer and marketer 

of great wines
Our mission

is to nurture our leadership position 
by offering wines of superior quality 

& authenticity, and fostering the 
appreciation of wine through 

education, while maintaining family 
ownership, business ethics, and a 
culture of teamwork and pride in 

shared success.

Passionate Roots



• The Banfi name comes from the aunt of Giovanni F. Mariani Sr., 

Teodolinda Banfi: she was the head of household for Pope Pius 

XI and was a connoisseur of fine wine. She influenced and 

inspired her nephew Giovanni F. Mariani Sr. with her passion.

• In 1919, in New York, Giovanni F. Mariani Sr. founded a small 

company to import the wines of Italy, calling it Banfi in honor of 

his aunt and mother. 

• It was Giovanni’s two sons, John and Harry, who expanded 

Banfi Vintners, and founded the Castello Banfi vineyard estate 

in Montalcino.

• Today, Banfi is led by the founder’s granddaughter Cristina Mariani-

May, who is president and CEO. Her father, Chairman Emeritus Dr. 

John F. Mariani, continues as active counsel to the executive 

committee and  is a member of the firm’s advisory board. 

INTRODUCTION

3 Generations – Family Owned and Operated



ITALY



ITALIAN WINE LAWS



• Grape Variety - Lambrusco, Sangiovese, Trebbiano, etc. Usually in 
conjunction with an IGT or DOC

• Area/Zone of Production - Barolo, Chianti, Gavi, Valpolicella, etc.

• Grape Variety and Area/Zone - Brunello di Montalcino, Vernaccia   
di San Gimignano, Brachetto d’Acqui, etc.

• Fantasy /Proprietary Names - Excelsus, Sassicaia, Summus, 
Tignanello, etc. Usually designated as part of an IGT or DOC 

HOW ITALIANWINES ARE NAMED…



ITALIAN WINE TERMS



ITALIAN WINE TERMS

• ABBAZIA - abbey

• ABBOCCATO - lightly sweet

• ALBERELLO - refers to a free standing or staked vine that
looks like a bush

• AMABILE - semi- sweet, off-dry

• AMARO - bitter

• AMARONE - means “bitter” as in Amarone della
Valpolicella to differentiate from the sweet dessert
recioto wines

• ANNATA - vintage year

• ASSAGIO - tasting

• AZIENDA Agricola - farm, estate

• BARRIQUE - small barrel

• BIANCO - white

• BOTTIGLIA - bottle

• BOTTE - large cask or barrel

• BRICCO - Piemontese term for crest of a hill

• BRUT - dry (sparkling wine)

• CANTINA - winery or wine cellar

• CANTINE SOCIALE - wine cooperative

• CASA VINICOLA - privately owned winery 

• CASTELLO - castle 

• CERASUOLO - light red (cherry colored)

• CHIARETTO - pale red (rose')

• CLASSICO - historic or "classic" growing area of a specific zone 

• COLLE - hill 

• COLLI - hills

• CONSORZIO - group of producers of a specific wine

• CORDONE - classic system of training vines onto wires - also 

known as spalliera

• D.O. - Denomination of Origin Laws passed by the Italian 

Government on 12 July 1963

• D.O.C. - Denomination of Controlled Origin

• D.O.C.G. - Denomination of Controlled and Guaranteed Origin

• DOLCE - sweet

• ENOTECA - wine library, public or commercial

• ETICHETTA - label

• FATTORIA - farm or estate

• FERMENTAZIONE - fermentation



ITALIAN WINE TERMS

• FERMENTAZIONE NATURALE - natural CO2 in bubbly wine

• FIASCO - flask

• FRIZZANTE - lightly sparkling

• I.G.T - Typical Geographic Origin Indication

• IMBOTTIGLIATA - bottled (all'origine - at the source)

• INVECCHIATO - aged

• LIQUOROSO - sweet wine usually fortified with alcohol

• METODO CHARMAT - sparkling wine produced by cuvee close or 

sealed tank 

• METODO CLASSICO or TRADIZIONALE - Sparkling wine 

fermented in the bottle (Champagne method)

• MOSTO - must or grape juice

• ORO - gold

• PASSITO - wine made from semi-dried grapes

• PERLANTE – pearl-like or with a light sparkle

• PERGOLA - vine training using pole arms or arbors

• POGGIO - hill.

• RECIOTO - full tasting, sweet wine made from partly dried grapes 

• RISERVA - wine which has been aged a longer, specified time than non-

Riserva counterpart.  Applies to DOC and DOCG

• ROSATO - rose’

• RONCO - Friuli term for terraced vineyard

• ROSSO - red wine

• SECCO - dry

• SORI - Piemontese word for the part of  a slope best 

exposed to the midday sun

• SPUMANTE - sparkling wine, dry or sweet

• SUPERIORE - in DOC wines this indicates a higher level 

of  alcohol or ageing and sometimes a special geographic 

origin

• TENDONE - system of  high trellising the vines

• TENUTA - farm or estate

• UVA - grape

• VECCHIO - old (rarely used term)

• VENDEMMIA - harvest or vintage

• VIGNA or VIGNETO - Vineyard

• VDT - VINO DA TAVOLA - table wine 

• VIVACE - synonym for frizzante

• VSQ – Quality Sparkling wines

• VSQA – Aromatic Quality Sparking wines

• VSQPRD – Sparkling wines produced in a determined 

region



WINE REGIONS

OF ITALY



Banfi in Italy



PIEDMONT

Banfi Brut 

Cuvée Aurora Rosé

La Lus

L’Ardì Dolcetto d’Acqui

Rosa Regale 

Principessa Gavia Gavi 

Principessa Perlante



In 1979, John and Harry Mariani, acquired a mid-19th century winery, known as Bruzzone, 

revitalized it and renamed the facility Banfi Piedmont. Here, with the same detailed care as a 

century ago, our skilled winemakers produce Gavi, Dolcetto and Barbera as well as exceptional 

sparkling wines: Cuvee Aurora Rose, Banfi Brut Metodo Tradizionale Classico, and “Rosa Regale” 

Brachetto d’Acqui D.O.C.G., from the La Rosa single vineyard. 

The rare Brachetto, a semi-dry, red sparkling wine cherished by the Courts of Europe two 

centuries ago, owes its reincarnation to Banfi.

ITALY











Rollicking red!





BANFI CELLARS - STREVI



Racy Red!



Resplendent Red!



TUSCANY OR TOSCANA





Montepulciano



San Gimignano
San Gimignano



The Maremma
Maremma





Banfi in Bolgheri

The Bolgheri area is surrounded on one side by the beaches of  the Tuscan Maremma and on 

the other side by the hills surrounding Castagneto Carducci: soils and microclimate that vary 

greatly, but come together to bring life to a wine of  great character and unique personality. 

In this strip of  land, native Sangiovese, along with some international vines of  Cabernet 

Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc and Merlot, flourish.

It was not until 1944, after phylloxera had decimated vineyards across Europe, that the first 

vineyards were planted in the area. And the appellation was only officially recognized with a 

denomination of  controlled origin in 1994, as a first example of  an Italian "cru." Thus the 

Bolgheri phenomenon was born, represented by wines of  intense and grand expression of  

"terroir," deeply tied to the soil and climate of  the territory where they grow.

And it is in this uniquely endowed winegrowing region, famous throughout the world, that 

Banfi has launched a new adventure.  The vineyards, located south of  Castagneto Carducci, 

are situated in an area that was once the realm of  the Etruscans, that ancient and fascinating 

people who pre-dated the Roman tribes. The elegance of  these people and their legends are 

the basis of  Banfi’s experience in Bolgheri, giving life to the prized Aska, bringing together 

intensity, roundness and structure.







Charming Cab!



CHIANTI, DOCG*

Chianti Zones
• Montespertoli -
• Colline Pisane – (Pisa Hills)
• Colli Fiorentini – (Florentine Hills)
• Colli Aretini – (Arezzo Hills)
• Rufina 
• Montalbano 
• Colli Senesi – (Siena Hills)

* Chianti and Chianti Classico  are two completely separate and distinct DOCG’s

Chianti - large light green area on map, may NOT use grapes 
from Classico



Chianti Classico

• 12% 

• Can be released 1 October of the year after 
harvest

Chianti Classico Riserva

• 12.5%

• Requires two plus years of age.

Gran Selezione is a new classification.  It requires 
at least 30 months of ageing.

• Chianti and Chianti Classico  are two completely separate and distinct DOCG’s

Chianti Classico - Small dark green area on map – Original/historic 
growing area )  

Chianti Classico, DOCG



Captivating Chianti!



Siena



CASTELLO BANFI









• 1967 Brunello di Montalcino Consorzio Founded

– 41 associates who own 71 ha. of vineyards

– 19.80 ha. are the Poggio alle Mura estate (today Banfi).

• 1973 Consorzio requests designation change from DOC to DOCG

– 56 associates with 261 ha. vineyards

• 1978  Mariani family founds Banfi estate

• 1980 Brunello di Montalcino becomes DOCG  

– 80 associates with 600 ha. vineyards 

• 2010:

– 235 members, 2100 ha. Vineyards (the entire surface of

Montalcino is 24000 ha.)



Castello Banfi is a family-owned vineyard estate and winery located in the Brunello region of 

Tuscany. This award-winning estate was founded on the philosophy of blending tradition with 

innovation, and is recognized as a pioneer in elevating the standards of Italian winemaking.

Dedication to excellence has won the approval of aficionados the world over. Capturing honor 

after prestigious honor, Castello Banfi is a constellation of single vineyards encompassing over 

three dozen varying subsoils. The estate is renowned for its clonal research that allows noble 

grape varieties to thrive in their optimal terroir, creating not only a consistently outstanding 

Brunello, but the ultimate expression of Montalcino Super Tuscans.

ITALY



Producers have grown from 41 in the late ‘60s with 175 acres of vineyards up to 209 today with 5,189 acres of vineyards. 







Most Unique Vineyard Estate made up 
of  a Constellation of  Single Vineyards



Building Brunello…
Vineyard by Vineyard, Vintage by Vintage

The Unveiling of  the 2010 5-Star Vintage
(embed video here)



“Of  all the great names in Brunello, Castello Banfi, the American-owned estate in Tuscany, 

may well be the most consistently outstanding”. 

It is impressive both above and below ground…a Tuscan dream-come-true...”

“



PIONEERING
The first decade is 

characterized by the 
Mariani family’s pioneering 

approach in Montalcino.  
Bold investment supported 

an audacious dream to 
elevate the region’s 

standards for fine wine, 
sparking a renaissance in 

Italian winemaking.

RESEARCH
In-depth study and intense 

research, from soil types 
and vine clones to the 
influence of wood and 

stainless steel in 
fermentation, in 

conjunction with leading 
universities. Initial work 
lays the foundation for 

cutting edge innovation as 
an integral part of our 

culture and philosophy. 

INNOVATION
Parlaying the results of 

our research into 
concrete innovation in 

the vineyards as well as 
the winery. Results and 
developments shared 

with the greater 
community. Our 

relentless pursuit of 
excellence is dedicated to 

building a better wine 
world.

SUSTAINABILITY
Recognition for - and 

deepening of - our 
consideration for the 

environment, care for our 
colleagues, and service to the 

customer.  As guardians of 
the Tuscan Terroir we 

preserve, nurture, protect 
and promote this precious 

land in perpetuity.

1978 – 2018: Four Decades



A constellation of 

single vineyards

• 2.830 ha/6.993 ac of 
property

• 850 ha/2.100 ac of 
vineyards of which nearly 
200 ha/494 ac are planted 
with Sangiovese grape

• 29 different soil types
• 100 different 

microclimates 

1978 – 2019:
The Banfi Estate in Montalcino



29 Soil Types
HEIGHT
(350 
Meters/1148 
Feet)

Medium Blend 
and deeper soil 
– more flavored 
and full bodied 
wines

HEIGHT 
(200-350 
Meters / 
656-1148 Feet)

Sandy, Light 
and dry soil –
more tannic 
and 
concentrated 
wines

HEIGHT 
(150 Meters / 492 Feet) 

Clay, compact soil and mild 
temperature – more elegant 
wines



Sandy Clay

Limestone

Rock/Gravel



2007 Monumental Finding: 5-million year-old vertebrae and ribs of  a Pliocene era 

whale.



The largest and oldest such discovery in this part of  Tuscany. 





The Ecofriendly Prize was born from the cooperation of Vini Buoni d'Italia with Amorim 

Cork Italia, Repower and Verallia and awards companies based on the following criteria: 

• Understanding the typology and the importance of the problems related to the 

safeguard of the environment

• Working for minimizing the impact of business and reducing the consequential social-

economics costs.

• Helping to promote consumer responsibility

• Contributing to individuate the opportunities for innovation and cost savings. 

Banfi Awarded 2018 Ecofriendly Prize 

3rd Consecutive Year
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The Sum is greater than its Parts



An Ethical Approach to Pioneering Research

THE PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE

The zonation project…

the study of  the soil

The clonal study of

Sangiovese and study of 

other noble varietals

Analysis of  wood

ISO Certification 

for exceptional 

Environmental, 

Social and Ethical 

Responsibility. Horizon Project to 

maximize expression 

of  territoriality









Horizon

Tradition in evolution, from the 

vineyard to the winery



HORIZON WINERY



AGING OF STAVES FOR BARRELS AT CASTELLO BANFI



Seasoning and Toasting

…are key aspects of quality



Wood Aging

The use of wood to enhance the 
characteristics of sangiovese and the other 
noble grapes

Sweetness

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100
Vanilla

Spices

Astringency

Tipicity

Wood

Allier
Troncais
Fontainebleau
Cher DIFFERENT EFFECTS ON THE BASIS OF:

• Geographic origin (Allier, Troncais…)

• Grain (course/fine…)

• Seasoning (24/36…months)

• Toasting (temperature and length)







Cristina Mariani-May – Lady Brunello
On the Cover of Italy’s Top Wine Magazine “Spirito diVino”



Results of  the research and development of  the estate are verified, communicated 

and shared both internally and with the greater community. Castello Banfi is the 

first winery in the world to be awarded international recognition for exceptional 

environmental, ethical and social responsibility (ISO 14001 and SA8000) as well 

as an international leader in customer satisfaction (ISO 9001:2000). Banfi affirms 

the idea that not only individuals, but the business itself, must support ethical 

values as part of  the definition of  its responsible behavior. 

Certification from vineyard to bottle



1ST WINERY IN THE WORLD RECOGNIZED FOR EXCEPTIONAL 

ENVIROMENTAL, SOCIAL & ETHICAL RESPONSIBILITY,

& LEADERSHIP IN CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

LEADERSHIP IN CUSTOMER 

SATISFACTION

ISO 9001

ENVIRONMENTAL

ISO 14001

SOCIAL & ETHICAL

RESPONSIBILITY

SA 8000





An extraordinary 

Tuscan experience. 

Our Hospitality



Our Hospitality

Our Enoteca/Wine Bar 

recreates the atmosphere of  a 

true Tuscan wine shop where, 

alongside our estate still and 

sparkling wines, grappa, extra 

virgin olive oil and Salsa 

Etrusca, you will find 

numerous local artisan food 

and crafts.

Dining

A classical Tuscan 

restaurant in the shade of  

our medieval castle of  

Poggio alleMura. In a very 

pleasant atmosphere, our 

menu offers the traditional 

dishes of  Montalcino and 

Tuscany. 

The “Museum of  

Bottle and Glass” 

illustrates the various 

eras of  glass production 

through history, from 

the 5th century BC to 

our current day. 

The Balsameria

Beneath the north wing of  

the Castello Banfi lies the 

long, evocative 

Balsameria. In this place, 

once used as a remote 

storage for the castle, our 

precious Salsa Etrusca is 

born and evolves.



Castello Banfi Il Borgo

Rooms and suites

Relax in the ample rooms 

and suites, designed and 

original, embellished and 

decorated by hand, with 

premium fabrics and 

exclusive accessories 

which underline the 

inherent elegance. 

Swimming pool 

Our swimming pool 

lords luxuriously over 

the Sangiovese. 

La Pergola

The shade of  our 

Pergola and the aroma 

of  our lovingly white 

roses offer a space from 

which guests can admire 

a stupendous panorama.

The Reading room

A silent space facing the 

inner courtyard of  the 

Castello, reserved 

exclusively for Borgo

guests, offers a warm and 

peaceful atmosphere.  





CASTELLO BANFI VINEYARDS









BRUNELLO VINTAGE STARS

1990 *****

1991 ****

1992 **

1993 ****

1994 ****

1995 *****

1996 ***

1997 *****

1998 ****

1999 ****

2000 ***

2001 ****

2002 **

2003 ****

2004 *****

2005 ****

2006 *****

2007 *****

2008 ****

2009       ****

2010 *****

2011 ****

2012 *****

2013 ****

2014 ***

2015 *****

2016 *****

2017 ****

2018 ****



Revered Red!



Rousing red!



Dedicated to a finer wine world



VENETO













Fourth generation, Veronese family winery: 

Since 1898, the Sartori family has been driven by the love for its native Verona. The winery is currently owned by Andrea 

Sartori, great grandson of founder Pietro Sartori.

True Sense of Place:

With over a century of winemaking in the family, Sartori di Verona has an indelible bond with Italy’s most romantic city, 

Verona. The Sartori family believes that each of its wines must truly reflect its provenance, and, when required, be the 

exemplar of the local discipline. Sartori has earned a reputation for producing wines that respect tradition, but also 

embrace innovation.

ITALY







FERNANDA & REGOLO 
SARTORI



Romantic Red





Refined Red!













Regal red!



PIEDMONT

Banfi Brut 

Cuvée Aurora Rosé

La Lus

L’Ardì Dolcetto d’Acqui

Rosa Regale 

Principessa Gavia Gavi 

Principessa Perlante



In 1979, John and Harry Mariani, acquired a mid-19th century winery, known as Bruzzone, 

revitalized it and renamed the facility Banfi Piedmont. Here, with the same detailed care as a 

century ago, our skilled winemakers produce Gavi, Dolcetto and Barbera as well as exceptional 

sparkling wines: Cuvee Aurora Rose, Banfi Brut Metodo Tradizionale Classico, and “Rosa Regale” 

Brachetto d’Acqui D.O.C.G., from the La Rosa single vineyard. 

The rare Brachetto, a semi-dry, red sparkling wine cherished by the Courts of Europe two 

centuries ago, owes its reincarnation to Banfi.

ITALY



LA ROSA VINEYARD



Sexy, seductive and Sensuous!



WWW.BANFIWINES.COM

OR 

SMCCARTHY@BANFI.COM

Thank you, for further information

http://www.banfiwines.com/

